
 
[L-1:]  

Thé cells in thé Eye.  
Root corruption. [form E at Cause but ID]  [P-1]. [HR-3]. 

 
G = T 

I:T 
Space orbit  

G = I 
Gravitational Resource Root E.  

It's a question of clothing.  
Lies v Truth  

And the area squared.  
The Time it takes to meet Gravity is the Area Circumference Space of Intensity. 

Theory of Evolution.  
Sin, the stars, and the nucleus.  
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-I0dark energy.  
-I0cold energy.  

-I0reverted energy.  
 

Greed hydronucliede and property storage. f^ net force.  
Covet The inherit degree, resource C. Of its nucleus and natural consequences.  
Envy systems adjunct to units by integral reality speeds at the level of the eye.  
+4 Geometrics in Gamma. Root storage based systems. Light to logic in C^4:[ N4] 
 
 
The Less is More principle Because pride will fall and the lessens come distinct.  
 

Geometrics 
● Equal Weight. 3rd factor in anatomical symmetry.  
● Soundwaves, Electrical speeds, and 3x Principle. Evolution. Refractive by light.  

 
Replestic. Eye coverings on a longitudinal, latitudinal Type basis 1 [c-y^1]. The area 
circumference is ⅓ light measurements to times speed adjacent lost at Area congruency to 
magnetic fields. This teaches us the distinction between Right and Wrong (sii) variable degrees 
at speed. Speed = Respect. Hu = I[40]. @90° perpendicular.  
 
To its inherit degree.  
The Nucleus, the weight of the Eye. And force energy R1.  
 
_4 

1. Nuclear rhythm [s]. Pride. (1) Nucleus pole.  
2. The cavity. Laziness 
3. Illusion, disappointment, and analogy. Lust  
4. Negative energy. Wrath  

 
: Movement of elasticity  
Circumference of cavon  
 
Area combustion. Of its suction to its 3rd degree. The fluidity, gaseous Pressure, and to the 
storage based material in the membrane. For light to equal out, it must chemically hold 
container weights of visible light to factorial range of energy by nitrogen units stored of its 
Nucleus. This requires the weight of visible light to attract by pull force what is necessary to 
come in according to thought processes. To equal energy x the greater than affect. X factor 2. 
 
Circumference scales change upon adjacency speeds (ppi° to that of Reflux) and energy 
speeds of nitrogen per subatomic rate (weight) upon height. The energy storage in the nucleus 
is force conversion energy of oxygen circulation to sound stimulation. This entails the storage 
units to be no higher than the parallel energy (1) equal mass, (2) greater than 5 (on ½ median 



x’s Squared), and (3) electrical concurrents of nitrogen (6)x greater than thé found visible 
velocity of outer speeds coherency. Food for ladders (1: imagination p V p, 2: choice V 3: 
standard variable 1).  
 
Height upon reflection. Spreads and cohérents the time conjunction placed and replaced 
according to nitrogen system complex (simplex) by (7) adjacent bound squares placed in Visible 
(reflective light).  In energy to [z] elemental force fields will attract charges by instinct (1) area 
levels of perspective (2) and subcounter Point (sii) factorial range. This meets the eye to what is 
squared energy [the Wharf System]. 

 
Because both containers and force fields are sub kinetically inverted, the squared Principle of 
oxygen is the spinal cord. This is found nucleic acids to carbon magnetism.  
 
Equal levels. Carbon to fields. Based in [Y]. 
Containers act in counterpoints. They are subjackets of Integrity (activity) based in breathing. 
Fields of congruency light up by electroids [enoids] of the Systems [y] counterconjunct, thé Eye. 
Levels of Integrity.  
 
Thé nervous system acts in the same way. Thé subjackets are sub kinetics (revert/invert Times 
the energy that is squared [q].  This is through sadness that energy pulls weight down to 
(subcomplex) in arms (the heightened levels) per squared times its adjacency- according to 
Movement (perplex, perplacent energy) and this is why field containers grow at System rates.  
 
The Area congruence, blur, to thé of vision, is electrolyted down by the enoid, to subcomplex its 
squared fields of energy to higher levels of learning (Integrity). And this is where energy stops. It 
must be converted to hydrokinetic proportion weight to that seen of the eye to perspective 
weight contained (in the mouth sin proportion), based on vertical alignment. To that of (pii) found 
(i]i) in thé stars at proportion j levels upon height. Mass weight.  
 
The timed speed in circular motion.  
 
Plate tectonics.  
 

The Wharf System, psychological aspects found in nature, and in teeth.  
Continued forum q 
Found of the teeth.  

 
Vertebral Ee 

[Home]^ 
:Because there are inconsistencies; is unconscious factors that must be integrated, the 
system of conscious decisions cease at oxidation levels of sadness. (Y) is [Type 1 
form]:noted for the external causes found in R but remain a timeless mystery in disparity 
of ritual between male and female, due to the misrepresentation of signal charges. 



 
Type 1 form, sexual energy. Reality based on weight. It is a bent system (perplex to reality). In 
refraction light to emotional fluctuations of the human anatomical system in motion. Because 
systems work not only on a rotational axis, but on levels of filtrations and fusions per 
Surcomplex/subcomplex Root systems. Equal reality in weight per emotional fields multiplied by 
the level of congruences to which the brain's energy mixes cohesively with the eyes perspective 
(integral energy: subcomplex). Surcomplex due to these fluctuations of sound levels by 
congruent levels of fields. Weightlessness. The act of doing is then what forms weight (equal 
squares) to build in act per concentration levels of sound congruent under gravity. Emotional 
system complex.  
 
**General Knowledge: Co2, Odorless and colorless, Vital for life, Carbon covalently double 
bonded to 2 oxygen atoms. 
 

Black Holes form^U 

 
 

Eye contact to fungi.  Principles respect.  
 

Light absorbance is gas itself. Heatwaves through follicles [DNA] supplied Type units. The 
pupils acts as absorbance windows by 3x proportionate weight to gravity as it exhales down via 
carbon collectively by electricities (soundwaves). As electrolytes, poles, and internal carbon 
makeup of proportion levels in yellow. The Sun to visible light.  
 
Energy connectivity of (3) in breathing.  



(C)3 
Level 3. [Type1(a)]~adjacent standby  
 

L-h 
 

 These areas are squared at points of (interphace:energy) that exists (sub)atomically asחן וי
(God) 1) rough cultures with entanglement of another 2) kind and that are necessary to integrate 

into (z) to (q) cycles and  
a) Form negative complexes to R’ 

b) Are :ionic cavon Law 
Newton's first law {_} 

iC 
 

0 - Hydrogen  
0I- reverted nucleic system formulas -I0 

In system laws of balance.  
 
Nucleic acids depend highly on system nutrition (spontaneity). The variable R, is the system’s 
resistance energy that converts hydronically via wavelengths. The system cannot depend on 
particle fusion or fluctuation simply because the dual weight measurement does not exist in its 
property. For time to equal energy it must coincide with coherence to both sound and point. 
Gravity relies on this system for filtration itself (reflection).  Once point Breakage Points happen, 
what happens for a reason, is highly dependent upon bond, (lucidity and time appearance to 
[faith]). Wavelengths cannot connect otherwise for sound and matter to occur.  Coherence is 
sound and matter. Lucidity however is the alternative form to coherency in a system parallel. 
These ground waves to Breakage matter occur through electricity to air (through breathing, 
system coherence).  One formula that reflects under pressure denies itself force by dual force 
nature (action, carbon). Because Breakage becomes acidity itself, it will burn through in 
electrical waves (through sound matter)\Nitrogen in 7 Principle light to energy. One form that 
recognizes is Reality (sound [form b] to time) in Irony. The other in chemical waves to outer 
matter adjacent by light factorial pressures in one given system to mass, light energy.  
Form Breakage for matter to occur.  
 
Level 4. [TypeB(Y)]~adjacent Point 
‘Substantial point: before eye level; it's seven stage transmittal 
Form complexes’: after eye point; at 8. 
 
In (7) spectral colors given in visible light, there are (7) adjacent factors of Breakage material 
that form equilateral and incoherent to the normal filtration system of matter (ulter matter) in 
found adjacent physics, trigonometry, and alternative filtration systems such as fusion and 
hydroquotical matter apparent. Point I. The parallel system gives off light for light to equal 
weight based light (Right). Perspective shows in filtration and to under coherent systems such 
as chloride. In (ulter matter) the form that breaks is the heaviness felt in outer space, to which 



form filled filtration occurs by equilateral coherency to that of earth and time, and its spectral 
system counters to gas, weight, and pressure. The same filtration is found in the male penis to 
blood filtration, sperm cells, and given acidity according to touch, base weight, and literal 
criteria.  
 
(He), counter light to adjacent and form affect form in (1) entanglement culture I is not given at 
all, and yields a critical database filtration of resistance to (7) equal factorial range pressures 
given in a given timeline. The system based on weight itself, bends according to pressure, found 
the eye, only stores its basis by reflection to time in reflective light that coherent light cannot 
see, but is being seen at the same time. This is the layers per adjacency that common sense 
coincidentally finds its magnetism in good to bad by smiling or frowning, facial expression, and 
sound levels (filters). The light reflected is under the weight based pressure that outer 
coherency sees as nothing at all yet (yields) due to contact with speed to light time cause to 
effect in a system that gives force to field in human authority or (7) adjacent factors known as 
sin.  Pride for example, forces energy against energy and force by force becomes radiation by 
median to counteradjasive Integrity in order to force balance within a moving system of 
entanglement. To let light fill its space. Because all is a one system complex. Good and bad, in 
other words, velocity to time, tends to overreach by given effect to Right pressure absence of 
form to left expectation of resistance by force. Velocity yet discerns this influence by (1) cause of 
disease, (2) form equal by inheritance, and (3) filled light as magnetic hydration that molecular 
form cannot control (because it is under 1 system complex greater than itself).  
 
Selfishness stead acts on a recurring basis to nitrogen so that form equally distracts, and is 
distributed back into the same system by a multiplied intention to fill/refill itself against light [per 
years] of absence to hydration levels of concentration, found in that of the eye, and it's felt 
energy force fields. Its all felt in the human emotional system and in the distance from breath to 
outer space. The time it takes to breath in is the distance it recedes to a vanishing point. It is 
behind suction. Found in isotopes.  

 
Force fields to corruption 
At equal speeds are the exact even parallels that intertwine (in DNA) to unravel itself on a larger 
database (from the heart) that is equally small to anything under pressure.  The exact opposite 
is in extraction, the exact reflection by cohesion, and attraction through light kinetic fields. And 
after heat force affects change, by damage, and distribution of equal light substance, kinetic 
energy demands subsequence in higher levels of filtrations by impacts. This is based on 
instinct, it’s primary force to higher levels of fields (fluidity).  Yellow, the acidity from the Sun, and 
the adversary effect in the human brain by acidity of its stomach, is one of the same nucleic 
force in nature: in force fields that kinetically bond to energy that is felt on a parallel basis.  In 
that, to that of bond to bees, (InFLUX to hydrogen) that are equilateral (=) by ID form (5) to (50) 
in a maljacent Respect form by ½ bond 10x its height; a dividend refraction of hydrogen and 
carbon (monoxide) System degrees in temperatures per the human body in cells adjacent form 
(Principle by light time complacent); and are all equal chemical cells under force chemical fields. 
Spatial evaluations to time in equal filtrations of time according to spectral weight (kinetics) and 



outer systems health (breathing). These time fluencies are deconstructive in kinetic degrees in 
light by height (kinetics) and of mechanisms such as parasites (ground force fields), flour 
(wheat) in malnutrient state forms [cl], and blue of spectral light in equal fairness in Area 
Respect by [Q] high adjacency forms; and all that are equal levels of fields in congruent degrees 
in levels at 0 (bonds), and in levels by congruency (exact fields) to light under pressure, and 
underneath at ground level, which cannot be reached by [I] but is consistent to (1); its fear: 
antibodies that protect the heart (based on the human nervous system, addiction, and attraction 
to action to degrees of Reaction defense), due to the brain capacity of time (brain development) 
at 6x per 1 mass per weight; and in the heart capacity of Man himself to penetration levels of 
fields that attract to the eye (its outerskirts to instincts by pressural unique form, uncavon); in 
teeth to vertebrae, and earth to outer spectral light between gravity and oxygen (behavior), and 
to outer respect for respect in full form (moon) to reach full form in concentration levels [pH] to 
the sound system of time that heat can absorb directly parallel to form; that is in both constant 
and consistent pull motion from inner (underground) to outer Respect (in the air). Stead solidity 
or consciousness per weight is overloaded with chemicals, in pull at -I0 degrees in (pii), which is 
per sound by pull to attraction, an adjacent overweight Reality by bent speed extraction, and by 
⅔ a refractive angle in negative pull form as the distance determinant to light (its spectacle) is to 
form by (x) by consistency to steady growth of a single celled division per organism in split 
nature. This is because (chemical extraction!) per pull in each rhythmic proportion is equal to 
weight (entanglement) to reach subconscious systems at 0. The determinant, aerial weight 
(outer refraction), is progressive to each outer primary levels of its exact format- instinct 
(freedom).  This is because (war) molecular form [human] is all mineral material proven by its 
animal instinct found in antibodies (Wall) to cell, and degrees by nature (ground by force).  
 
(I) is impacted only after the velocity of energy in compound states of impact, so force to 
degrees can inherit logical time to place and replace energy.  This is because formation of 
sound (its principle) to sound to Reality is an alternative form between time.  Not in time itself.  
 
I’ve progressive stages. The chemical degrees to form pull by extraction to light to which meet 
light at time, but only by past state coherence. This is because previous actions are what is 
necessary to equal speeds in a chemical based force field. It is inherit in time ½ itself ⅓ in 
(extraction) that to progressive stages, the velocity of energy, is what breaks down components 
both before and after time relapses in chemical makeups, so that chemicals will seek form by 
coherence, in connection to waves from particles and in kinetic bonds by degrees of energy 
(connections) to what must adjust per failure (heat expansion) by instinct degrees of stages. 
Time relapse stead works in intervals of sound to light through velocity so instance can meet at 
time (chemical failure to reform, chemicals to light).  
 
Because sound is separate via time and space.  Energy then pulls opposite in Reality by stages 
by form coherence to matter (its weight).  So it is equal in spatial circumference to matter in (1) 
given mass. (The spider).  The distinct parallels that meet time at instance degrees are at 
speeds (instinct) for absorbance weight to gives balance. This is the force field connective 
process. [z]. 



 
Bonds to kinetics  
In anatomy to nature (the wolf [alpha/beta]!).  The ecosystem, and Proportion is as far out at pull 
form from (the throat) in hyfer-kinetics to bent compound [components] properties at all 
volumes, and forms same (the whole in the mouth).  This probe or pole by playsures can be 
found in the tongue and at the distance to sound in speed cycles of reflect, its effect to light 
speeds of the human brain by the sound of helium, form B, and its effects to throat.. 

 
Eye state [complexion] 

L-h(3co)^2ןו 
 

½ Eye Reflection to light. Matter in full form. Because light degrees are equal parallel to human 
circumference system in male autonomy, the base weight (found of the mouth in nucleic) is 
velocity over time filtration to sound kinetics of the human mind to gravitational pulls of particle 
energy that instinct smells and cohesively attacks by malnutrient for, unit refraction in aura to 
electrical speed in ID form.  
 
::;&&~£de ргЕт;&3д the lion. 
The cornea and its protective bubble. In the nucleus, the force gravity inherits a variable per 
degrees of system light by compound to expectancy by bound formulas reflective to light in and 
of its dual nature (refractive, reflection); time and particle, depend highly of distance and energy 
by space between principle reflective energy by time to equal its formula by pressure in 
adjacency; nitrogen by distance effects to gravity.  

 
Pulls by coherency multiply by form action to degree reactive measurements by sound to 
distance degrees under pressure, it’s bonds that magnetically attract, by circumference, and at 
Affect force to bound energy, the problem, in spectral light: this system works by blending duals 
by nature I; the sound to coherency of form brain in [cii]. Chloride.  

 
Thus yet has created a variable that cross currents anxieties into wishes; a form of 

discontinuity in formal behavior. 
 

Oxygen and the octagon principles in 8. (Form 9 at gravity). Equal proportion, root corruption, 
carbon magnetism, and root corruption. In a system of equal light, malnourishment, and shared 
resources. A system of entanglement relies on movement for one restorative light to equal light 
resource (its connectivity); its equilibrium and its 3rd degree. While chemicals are found in the 
air in form oxygen, so are instances pressures to instinct upon variable and light restorative 
energies to pulled energy by weight. While these light pressures enhance awareness through 
breath, so does sound function abnormally by a system that is malnourished. Equal energy 
becomes one in the form of duplicating matter. For a system to be fulfilled (i) needs to be 
reciprocated by (1) degree hydrogen to system complex force Nitrogen. In bleeding, the 
determinant needs one dominant and one duplex [subdominant] form. Because [y] is a 
subtractive variable at and under equal pressure from a system that is nourished, the Equal 



energy squared in form of sexuality is by (1) tone of voice (2) male instinct and (3) its formable 
affect to energy by 3x its weight to equal proportionate energy. This becomes light to outer 
function system degrees in fields of energy. This means that a female is form duplex by [y] 
consistent because chromosomes make sure of it. It cannot be squared or doubled without 
nitrogen and nitrogen cannot duplicate without an equilibrium. Velocity rules.  
 
Hence, action is by cause and reflect by action a given effect by chemical degrees per (1) in 
rules of entanglement because (2) System degrees do not allow light in a system that is 
consistently being suffocated under pressure [IRD] and in cautioning (me), a mass of energy, by 
a [+x3=] to water density by weight per action variables to sound minerals by given rules of 
water sensitivities of one malnutrient in another.  This is because, in rules of entanglement, the 
⅔ proportion is in the System of moving masses itself, and is exact, the proportionate cause of 
system Breakage. This is found in the Nucleus to light sensitivities in water and anatomical 
reflective designs per  systems in outer congruences.  Its chemical weight to energy, oxygen 
degrees of hydration by Water in the human body (+me), and it's massivity to oxygen.  
 
Thus entanglement Rules use by volume the amount of absorbance to equal light, so its 
chemical affect [hyfro] to the brain (consciousness) determines its weight through what pulls to 
light via (electricity through the spinal cord) in down measurements.  It is weight density that 
drowns a single effect per time placement through system degrees in a mass of energy by 
weight of another. This is called doubt. Nitrogen tells us so. It is a transportal System. The only 
one we have.  
 

Substitution 
 
The r Pollution, within CO2 found of its angles of the eye, 
6.г°, rectangular 
weight of (1). Subconscious decisions divide molecularly (suvdivide) into times organic 
measurement of sight and its liquidation upon sight (sea level). Its eye conjoins Matter 
perpendicularly and inherits self conscious energy that becomes stored.  How the perspective 
degree is converted is singular based on parallel weight of action by own given body’s density 
reactive states. Based on frequencies used to create light measurement per heat energy levels.  
 
6 (a)1г°, perplacent 
thé effect of (1) storage systems action. How it is placed and used in equilateral fields of (me’s) 
magnetic energy at perpendicular speeds and oxygenated levels. (The skies).  
 
6г° ¼ hedge fourth  
AA**it's in the consistency of [black hole] squared by (3x) it’s molecular energy (space), that lots 
in its elevated weight to helium pressure (time), which doubles its effect on the subconscious; 
found in the laws of physics.  Light travels in the area squared by the double effect on time. 
Nuclear energy.  
 



The molecular chemical weight is then surplaced by refraction upon given time (to that of sea 
level) in action to Cause on a given personal timeline of Life flow.  
 
Molecular fields absorbance.  
Triangular by Form b.  Rectangular by retraction of anatomical chemical makeup.  Extraction 
(fields of learning) require absorbance to fully and instinctively penetration specific areas of the 
mind that absorb through Perspective states of energy used in distance sound of storage 
system levels of the brain. This is called reversion. In order for light to see squared times it’s 
adjacency, the Root aerial absorption must be placed by [beta], heat to layers of subatomical 
penetration. What connects and disconnects is based on energy fields of (X) Factors, where 
fields of fear attract nitrogen to burn inconsistently by (sii) the states of realm (because it 
is on a given plane), and their fields congruency to the perpendicular light speeds of adjacency 
distance magnetic fields of the Nucleus have proportioned to go out by form its connectivity.  
 
 


